Purpose: To improve pseudo-continuous arterial spin labeling (PCASL) robustness to off-resonance and pulsatile blood flow velocity. Methods: Bloch equations were solved to evaluate the effect of labeling parameters in a pulsatile flow model for a range of off-resonance. Experimental confirmation was achieved in volunteers using linear phase increase between labeling pulses to approximate off-resonance errors. We first assessed the location of the labeling plane in four volunteers. Next, we explored a range of parameters-including balanced and unbalanced gradients-in five more volunteers at an optimal labeling plane location.
INTRODUCTION
Perfusion reflects both tissue activity and vascular supply. It is an important physiological parameter that can provide diagnostic information about several brain disorders, including brain tumors (1) and stroke (2) . Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a noncontrast perfusion imaging method that provides noninvasive quantification of cerebral blood flow using MRI. ASL has demonstrated its accuracy and reproducibility via comparisons with dynamic susceptibility contrast (3) and positron emission tomography (4) . It can also be used to quantify correlated fluctuations in the activity of brain networks (5) .
A recent consensus document (6) has identified pseudo-continuous arterial spin labeling (PCASL) (7) as the preferred labeling method for ASL. Compared with continuous ASL (CASL), it requires no modification of hardware and avoids the asymmetric magnetization transfer effects (8) , while it also provides higher signalto-noise ratio (SNR) than pulsed ASL (9-11) and velocity-selective ASL (12) . PCASL has been widely used in clinical applications with generally good reliability (13) . A lingering concern, however, is the potential for variation in labeling efficiency, which is usually assumed to be constant. Efficiency variations across subjects can be caused by tortuous or in-plane flow due to anatomical variations near the labeling plane or abnormal velocity of blood flow due to stenosis and other flow restriction. Additionally, PCASL is vulnerable to magnetic field variations at the labeling plane (14) . In relatively rare cases of serious failure, almost complete loss of signal can be observed in affected arterial territories. Even more moderate efficiency loss degrades the accuracy of quantification and diagnosis with PCASL perfusion imaging.
Although CASL would ideally label all arterial blood independent of its velocity, in practice, the applied radiofrequency (RF) and gradient parameters must be optimized for a limited range of velocities. Because the range of velocities increases with applied RF power, optimal parameters typically set the RF to the maximum allowed by safety or hardware limits. Gradient parameters are then selected to optimize efficiency for the expected average velocity. Depending on the parameter and CASL method employed, differences of the velocity from the expected value can cause loss of efficiency (14) . Measurements of systematically increased or decreased velocity, such as cerebrovascular reactivity studies, may also suffer from efficiency-related errors. Because arterial velocity varies substantially over the cardiac cycle, and because the degree of pulsatility may vary across subjects and groups, it is important to include pulsatile flow effects in optimizations, yet this is done infrequently. Therefore, because PCASL can be considered as a variant of CASL, a similar problem needs to be addressed.
PCASL efficiency can also be strongly affected by magnetic field variations at the labeling plane. As phase shifts between PCASL RF pulses caused by magnetic field offsets increase, the difference between control and label scans drops dramatically, representing a loss of labeling efficiency. The effect can be more pronounced depending on the gradient scheme used for the control scan, because the label scan always has the same design in two main PCASL schemes. If gradients are kept unchanged relative to the label-an approach known as balanced PCASL (bPCASL) (15)-stronger effects of magnetic field offsets are observed. For the fully compensated gradient control-an approach known as unbalanced PCASL (ubPCASL) (7)-field effects can still be substantial but are generally less than that for bPCASL. Some calibration methods have been investigated to solve the off-resonance problem of PCASL. One approach is to calibrate the labeling efficiency at multiple off-resonance frequencies (16) ; however, this technique reduces the SNR per unit time and the temporal resolution of the acquisition. Another possible approach measures the labeling efficiency from feeding arteries (17) , but the low SNR from reduced labeling efficiency cannot be compensated. Correction of B0 field inhomogeneity can also be performed in a prescan (14, 18) . Though potentially promising, these techniques are not recommended currently for clinical applications (6) because of their complexity and unknown robustness.
To improve the stability of PCASL, a robust labeling design is proposed. Theoretical results have been reported in abstract form previously (19) . Here we provide a detailed optimization of PCASL parameters that explicitly includes off-resonance and flow velocity variations. The results of the optimization were confirmed with volunteer studies.
THEORY
In PCASL, the constant gradient and RF of CASL are replaced by the time average gradient and RF fields. Onresonance PCASL labeling efficiency, therefore, depends on velocity and the labeling parameters in a similar manner to CASL using flow driven inversion.
On-Resonance Efficiency and Flow Velocity
CASL labeling efficiency is high as long as the adiabatic condition (20) is met:
where g is 42.57 MHz/T, G ave is the average amplitude of the gradient, B1 is the average RF amplitude, and V is the flow velocity. This can be rewritten in terms of upper and lower velocity cutoffs:
where G ave can be adjusted to set the velocity of maximum efficiency. The fractional range of efficient response is characterized by
For high-velocity spins, inefficiency occurs when RF is not strong enough to achieve rotation. For low-velocity spins, inefficiency stems from substantial T2 decay during the gradual inversion. For flow-driven inversion, increasing B1 increases the range of velocities with high-efficiency response and shifts the range of labeled velocities toward higher velocities. Lowering the average gradient also shifts the range of labeled velocity toward higher velocities. The above conclusions still hold for PCASL, because the onresonance labeling efficiency of PCASL is well approximated by the CASL with time-averaged gradients and RF amplitude.
Off-Resonance Effects on PCASL
Off-resonance effects on PCASL are unique to the pulsed method and are a direct result of the gaps introduced between RF pulses. Phase errors due to off-resonance can accumulate during the gaps and can undermine labeling efficiency. Efficiency losses due to off-resonance are directly related to the magnitude of this phase shift. Consequently, larger magnetic field errors tend to occur at higher main magnetic field strengths, and longer gaps between RF pulses tend to increase off-resonance errors.
Characteristic labeling efficiency responses as a function of phase error are plotted in Figure 1 . The response was simulated with standard parameters (6): B1 1.5 mT, selective gradient 10 mT/m, average gradient 1 mT/m, blood velocity 40 cm/s, duration of Hann pulse 500 ms and gap between RFs 500 ms. The response at 0 phase shift represents the on-resonance case. The label response is the same for both bPCASL and ubPCASL, but the control response differs depending on the gradient strategy. The bPCASL control is simply a p-shifted version of the label (Fig. 1a) . Consequently, the bPCASL difference between label and control must approach zero at around p/2. bPCASL has been used for its territoryselective imaging capabilities, but it is unavoidably more sensitive to off-resonance (6) . In contrast, the control of ubPCASL is almost independent of phase shift, except at exactly p (Fig. 1b) . This feature enables a robust labeling efficiency design by optimizing the label response only.
Insight into the effects of off-resonance on the labeling efficiency can be achieved by considering the spatial position of the RF pulse excitation response and the labeling plane location (Fig. 1c) . On-resonance, the labeling plane is centered on the peak of the RF response. With frequency offset, both the excitation response and labeling plane shift depending on the selective gradient and average gradient, respectively. However, the labeling plane shifts much more than the excitation response, because the average gradient, which decides the labeling plane, is usually smaller and more sensitive than the selective gradient, which determines the excitation slice profile. Spins rotating at this shifted labeling plane experience an effectively lower B1. Because reduced B1 primarily affects inversion efficiency of higher velocities, labeling efficiency loss at the high end of the velocity range should be expected. Improved off-resonance performance should be achieved by reducing the gradient under the RF pulse relative to the average gradient. This will broaden the slice profile (yellow line) and yield an effectively higher B1 for inversion at off-resonance; however, the RF pulse gradient to average gradient must be kept high enough to avoid including aliased labeling planes within the RF response.
It should be noted that reducing the gradient ratio of selective gradient (7 mT/m) to averaged gradient (1 mT/m) results in a wider inversion response to off-resonance in the label scan. This adjustment has a negligible effect on the control scan of ubPCASL, which is relatively stable (Fig. 1e) . However, it narrows the response of the control scan in bPCASL (Fig. 1d) . Therefore, the strategy of low gradient ratio will improve the performance of ubPCASL but provides little benefit for bPCASL. A desired response of bPCASL would have a steep transition band from the unlabeled phase to the inversion phase, which cannot be achieved by the proposed method.
METHODS
Optimization of labeling efficiency was performed using a numerical solution of the Bloch equations. Because B1 is limited by specific absorption rate and the hardware of the scanner, we evaluated performance only for feasible B1 parameters. Other parameters influencing the efficiency of pulsatile flow velocity and off-resonance were subsequently confirmed with in vivo evaluation in healthy volunteers.
Numerical Simulations and Optimization
Flow-driven inversion was simulated with the hard pulse approximation of the Bloch equations (20) using a step size of 4 ms. Labeling RF pulses were a duration of 500 ms followed by a 700-ms gap, which was chosen based on achievable timing on our 3T MRI scanner. Blood spins originated from 50 mm below the labeling plane and were evaluated for inversion at 80 mm above the tagging plane. A range of average gradients (G ave ) 0.1-2 mT/m, and ratios between the selective gradient during the RF pulse (G max ) and averaged gradient, 1-14, were evaluated. T1 of blood was assumed to be 1650 ms and T2 of arterial blood was 250 ms. Simulations were performed for off-resonance phase shifts from 0 to 420 Hz in the search of optimal parameters. All simulations were performed within MATLAB 2015a (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) on an Apple iMac computer (Apple Computer, Cupertino, California, USA).
A pulsatile flow model was used to determine the weight of velocities for the calculation of efficiency. Following a prior PCASL optimization (14), we adapted a velocity time course from the center of a cross section of common carotid artery with an RR cycle interval of 917 ms (21) and assumed an identical flow pattern in the internal carotid and vertebral arteries (Fig. 2, top) . The temporal course of blood flow velocity was chosen with FIG. 1. Inversion response of PCASL with standard parameters and with proposed optimal scheme for off-resonance (a, b, d, e). Standard balanced scheme (bPCASL) (a), standard unbalanced scheme (ubPCASL) (b), bPCASL with low gradient ratio of selective to average gradients (d), and ubPCASL with low gradient ratio of selective to average gradients (e). (c) Slice profile of one Hann pulse with standard (red) and low (yellow) ratio between selective and average gradient, illustrating the method to improve labeling efficiency of off-resonance.
peak systolic velocity 76 cm/s at about 200 ms and end diastolic velocity 30 cm/s at about 100 ms (22) . The velocity was assumed to follow a laminar distribution in the cross section of the artery (20):
The contribution of different velocities to blood flow was calculated as the flow-weighted average across the velocity distribution function across the vessel and the cardiac cycle:
The total contribution was normalized and is shown at the bottom of Figure 2 :
To quantify the overall performance of a set of labeling parameters, we defined a metric Q as the mean of labeling efficiency a weighted by the flow contributions of different velocities and across off-resonance, as mentioned above:
WðvÞ Á a: [7] Volunteer Experiments and Evaluations
All imaging was performed on a GE 3T HDxt scanner using the body coil for transmission and an eightchannel head array for reception. PCASL was performed with repeated Hann RF pulses. bPCASL was implemented with the same net gradient in control and label scans and ubPCASL used the same net gradient in the label scan, but zero-net gradient in the control. RF duration was 500 ms and gap between RFs was 700 ms. Offresonance effects were approximated by adding an extra phase (f) offset between RF pulses:
where f off is the off-resonance frequency and T is the RF spacing of 1200 ms. The labeling duration was 2 s and the postlabeling delay was 1.8 s.
Interleaved labeling and background suppression was used to reduce motion artifacts as described previously (23) . The imaging volume, which was kept constant throughout all experiments, included most of the brain. Selective background suppression, inferior saturation, and labeling pulse positions were adjusted to match the chosen labeling plane location. Imaging was performed with 3D single-shot fast spin echo with stack of spirals using the following parameters: pulse repetition time- Healthy volunteers were imaged following a protocol approved by the institutional committee on clinical investigations. All subjects provided written informed consent.
Scans were performed with standard parameters near those suggested in the consensus document (6) and with our optimal parameters.
Four healthy volunteers (age 39 6 5 y) were studied to assess the labeling efficiency and off-resonance behavior at three different labeling plane locations. Time of flight angiography was performed to identify arterial anatomy to specify the labeling planes. The flip angle was 15 , the bandwidth was 20.83 KHz, the field of view was 250 mm Â 250 mm, the slice thickness was 1.8 mm, and the pulse repetition time was 31 ms. Three locations were chosen based on the angiogram and inferior brain anatomy, as illustrated in Figure 3 : L1, on the inferior border of the cerebellum (6); L2, above the carotid artery Labeling efficiency of PCASLbifurcation and below the V3 segment; and L3, below the bifurcation.
Two ubPCASL acquisitions were performed at each location: one with standard parameters recommended in the recent consensus document ( Table 1 , standard ubP-CASL) and the other with parameters suggested by our optimization (Table 1 , optimal B1 and gradient ubPCASL).
A second set of five healthy volunteers (average age 31 6 8 y) was examined to compare the off-resonance efficiency dependence of different labeling parameters. Based on the result of the first experiment, L2 was selected as the labeling plane location. Six PCASL scans were performed at this labeling plane location with each of the labeling configurations given in Table 1 .
ASL images were reconstructed in MATLAB 2015a. The 3D stack of spirals data were reconstructed to images by 1D Fourier transform in the slice direction and nonuniform Fourier transform for each spiral disk. The phase map with 0 Hz offset was used to combine multicoil images in off-resonance scans.
The global brain signal was calculated as the mean signal of a 3D brain mask, which was generated by a constant threshold of ASL images with 0 Hz offset. For each subject, signals were shifted so that the largest signal was located at zero frequency offset. The brain average signal for each parameter set and frequency offset was normalized to the on-resonance signal of standard ubP-CASL. The mean of the normalized signal and its standard error was calculated across subjects. To facilitate image averaging across subjects, ASL images were transformed to a standard atlas using the Statistical Parametric Mapping brain imaging analysis software (SPM12, Wellcome Trust Center for Neuroimaging). The onresonance ubPCASL images were used as reference images and motion between scans was ignored. Images were averaged across subjects for visual interpretation.
To quantify the performance of the different PCASL schemes, the variance of ASL labeling efficiency was calculated by the standard deviation of global signal across off-resonance. The coverage of off-resonance was evaluated by the area under the positive global ASL signal over off-resonance frequencies and normalized to the result of the standard ubPCASL.
RESULTS

Numerical Simulations
Average labeling efficiency suggested different optimal parameters (red square) than consensus recommendation parameters (red circle), when considering velocity and off-resonance, Figure 4 top.
Labeling efficiency as a function of off-resonance confirmed the strong dependence of high-velocity efficiency on off-resonance (Fig. 4) . With standard parameters (Fig.  4a ) from Table 1 , ubPCASL had the best performance of labeling efficiency at flow velocity 20 cm/s on resonance. The labeling efficiency, however, reduced quickly at higher velocity and off-resonance frequencies. With lower average gradient and the same gradient ratio between selective and averaged gradients (Fig. 4b) , ubPCASL expanded the labeling efficiency curve toward high velocity (40 cm/s). With the same average gradient, but lower gradient ratio between selective to averaged gradients (Fig. 4c) , the response of labeling efficiency expanded toward higher off-resonance coverage while keeping the best performance at flow 20 cm/s. The contour lines of the efficiency were less smooth for low gradient ratio, perhaps due to perturbations from aliased labeling planes. The above results suggest that a low average gradient improves the high-velocity flow efficiency and a low gradient ratio improves the offresonance performance, as anticipated in the Theory section. With a 20% increase of B1 (Fig. 4d) , the overall performance was improved slightly by covering higher velocity blood flow and higher off-resonance frequency, compared with Figure 4a . The optimal gradient (Fig. 4e) and optimal B1 and gradient design (Fig. 4f) improved the coverage of both high-velocity flow and off-resonance. Figure 5 shows the ASL signal acquired at different labeling locations. When the labeling plane was located at L1, similar off-resonance responses were observed with standard parameters and optimal parameters. The optimal scheme, however, showed an asymmetric response. Because L1 was close to the petrous bone and optimal parameters result in a wider labeling plane, this labeling location could be more vulnerable to the adjacent bone tissue interface. At locations L2 and L3, the optimal parameters showed wider off-resonance coverage. At location L3, however, the on-resonance signal was reduced by 20% (standard ubPCASL 0.82 6 0.02, optimal ubPCASL 0.86 6 0.05) compared with that of L1 (standard ubPCASL 1.06 6 0.07, optimal ubPCASL 0.99 6 0.05) and L2 (standard ubPCASL 1, optimal ubPCASL 0.99 6 0.03). A longer transit time from labeling plane to imaging plane and the turbulence in bifurcation of common carotid artery above L3 may result in the loss of signal.
Volunteer Experiments
For the standard parameters, the off-resonance response at location L3 was also narrower than that at locations L1 and L2. This suggests that the higher velocity in the common carotid artery attenuated the labeling efficiency further. It had a minor impact on the performance of optimal parameters, however.
Considering both off-resonance coverage and SNR of the on-resonance signal, L2 was an optimal labeling location. L2 was approximately 83 mm below the anterior commissure/posterior commissure (AC/PC) line (83.1 6 16.9 mm), which was similar to a distance suggested previously (6,24). However, this distance varied considerably between subjects, suggesting that it was not a reliable anatomical landmark. A more stable way to choose labeling plane is based on anatomic features closer to the labeling plane, rather than absolute distance from AC/PC. Empirically, the location of L2 can be approximately selected between cervical vertebrae C2 and C3 (as shown in Fig. 3 ) or more precisely selected on the basis of MR angiography.
Automatic linear gradient shimming of the imaging slab was performed using the default GE product prescan. At the labeling plane, on-resonance labeling was observed at variable frequency offsets across subjects (90, À60, À90, À120, and À120 Hz). This suggests a considerable loss of efficiency when PCASL with consensus recommended parameters is employed, especially with balanced gradients at 3T. Table 1 .
In Figure 6 , the averaged ASL images of five subjects show the comparison of different PCASL parameters. bPCASL showed high perfusion signal in posterior regions with standard parameters. Because carotid arteries have higher flow velocity than vertebral arteries (25) , the standard parameter of bPCASL and ubPCASL resulted in reduced labeling efficiency in most regions of gray matter, except the posterior region. In contrast, ubPCASL had more homogenous perfusion with optimal gradients and B1. Off-resonance performance was increased sequentially from standard bPCASL, standard ubPCASL, high B1 ubPCASL to optimal gradient ratio ubPCASL. Some improvement can also be seen at the highly off-resonance images (eg, 390Hz). The quantification result in Table 2 shows that optimal B1 and gradient ubPCASL resulted in the least global signal variation and the largest coverage across off-resonance.
The off-resonance response of five subjects (Fig. 7 , bottom) was consistent with the results of simulation (Fig. 7, top) . With standard parameters, ubPCASL (red) showed wider off-resonance coverage than bPCASL (dark blue). With 20% increased average B1 (yellow), the overall performance of ubPCASL was improved. The degree of improvement was, relatively small, however, because the feasible B1 was limited by specific absorption rate. As demonstrated in the simulation, experimental results revealed that a low ratio between selective gradient and average gradient (purple) improved the performance of off-resonance in ubPCASL. The extra ASL signal can be gained from optimal averaged gradient design for pulsatile velocity of blood flow, which are shown as the difference between optimal gradient (green) and low ratio ubPCASL (purple). The combination of higher B1 and optimal gradient design (light blue) delivered the best performance. The on-resonance performance, mean brain signal from 60 to À60 Hz, of the optimal B1 and gradient ubPCASL (0.92 6 0.06) showed no significant difference from standard PCASL (bPCASL 0.99 6 0.03 and ubP-CASL 1.03 6 0.05) using a Wilcoxon rank sum test.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we optimized labeling parameters linked to labeling efficiency in PCASL. A reliable labeling plane was selected based on anatomic features: above the carotid artery bifurcation and below the V3 segment or between cervical vertebrae C2 and C3, which resulted in high labeling efficiency and robust off-resonance performance. ubPCASL parameters were selected based on labeling theory and simulation. Consistent results between simulation and experiments were observed. A low average gradient and a low ratio of selective and averaged gradient improved labeling efficiency over a wide range of off-resonance and pulsatile blood flow velocity.
The location of the labeling plane is an essential part of PCASL. The choice of labeling plane is not only related to the geometry of artery and the velocity of blood flow, but also off-resonance, typically caused by bone/ tissue and air/tissue interfaces or dental materials. Previous work has suggested two choices for labeling plane locations: one is the inferior border of the cerebellum and the other is 85 mm below the AC/PC line (18) . The first one could label the blood closer to the brain, which may provide a slightly higher perfusion signal. It may, however, suffer from susceptibility variations near the skull base, depending on the subject. The second choice is similar to the location proposed in the present study, but it is selected based on absolute distance, which varies among subjects. We proposed a labeling location based on anatomic features: MR angiography or cervical vertebrae on localizer images. This location has demonstrated high SNR and robustness to off-resonance.
Optimization of labeling efficiency robustness involves careful choice of multiple labeling parameters, each of which must balance several factors. After maximizing B1 within the applied power limits, the choice of gradient amplitudes becomes the most important parameters to optimize. Our simulations and results have shown that choosing average and selective gradients based on maximizing on-resonance efficiency may be a mistake. Robustness to off-resonance prefers a lower average gradient, because off-resonance reduces the effective B1. The benefits of lower average gradient are even more pronounced when the full range of velocities over the cardiac cycle are considered. Another critical parameter is the ratio of selective gradient to average gradient, which has a primary role in determining the offresonance performance. A lower ratio will provide more robust labeling off-resonance. However, this advantage must be weighed against two other constraints on this ratio. The first one is the need to minimize aliased labeling planes. For Hann-shaped RF with a duration of 500 ms, we found that 7 is a nearly optimal ratio. Another limiting factor is the overlap of the labeling region and the imaging plane, which can become a problem as the selective gradient is reduced resulting in a wider region directly affected by labeling RF. In our study, the effect of off-resonance was experimentally approximated by introducing a phase increase between labeling RF pulses. While this approach mimics the labeling plane location shift of off-resonance, it does not shift the RF envelope location, as off-resonance will. Because this shift reduces the effect of off-resonance slightly, especially for low gradient ratio, our experimental results are a worse case for the low gradient ratio acquisitions. Including this effect should only amplify our conclusions regarding the benefit of low gradient ratios.
Although the trends of off-resonance robustness predicted by theory were also observed in vivo, details of the off-resonance response curves were different. In Figure 7 , the in vivo response curves were less flat than the simulations, and there was some sign of asymmetry between positive and negative frequencies. Some of this discrepancy may reflect the use of phase shifts to approximate off-resonance, as described above. Another contribution may be from variations in off-resonance gradients with position. We tentatively attribute the reduced off-resonance robustness of the optimal PCASL at L1 to such effects induced by nearby bone tissue interfaces, and more subtle effects may still be present at other labeling locations. Finally, deviations from idealized assumptions, including magnetization transfer in blood and flow distributions and velocities, could contribute to such differences.
Although our simulations were guided by appropriate flow waveforms, we did not measure absolute flow velocities. Our results were highly consistent between simulation and experiments, but velocities at the labeling plane can be measured directly using phase contrast MRI (24) . This may be particularly important for future work optimizing labeling efficiency in patients with arterial stenosis, where high blood flow velocities could exist at the labeling plane.
Our proposed parameters improved but did not eliminate vulnerability to magnetic field nonuniformity at the labeling plane. Full correction of nonuniformity effects using precalibration scan methods (14, 18) could be a more complete solution to off-resonance problems, especially for balanced PCASL and higher field implementations. Although there are no fundamental obstacles to a fast precalibration field mapping scan (14) , the challenges of robustly and automatically measuring and correcting fields in and near rapidly flowing blood and bone/tissue and air/tissue interfaces are significant. An alternative strategy of precalibration by multiple phase offset perfusion measurement (18) also shows promise, but the robust fully automated implementation has not been demonstrated. Until such methods are optimized and widely available, the simpler selection of different labeling parameters proposed here can help to greatly improve robustness to magnetic-field nonuniformity. Even when precalibration methods are available, the use of these labeling parameters provides added robustness while preserving efficiency and reducing gradient switching and current demands.
Because the off-resonance performance of bPCASL is limited by its gradient design, we focused mainly on ubPCASL. The performance differences between bPCASL and ubPCASL also depend on the spacing between labeling RFs. In a study of multiphase PCASL, Jung et al (16) found minor differences between the performance of bPCASL and ubPCASL when the off-resonance was small. This is true when the selective and refocusing gradients have similar durations, or with symmetric bipolar gradients. However, when the refocusing gradient is longer than the selective gradient (Fig. 8, right) , the response of bPCASL diverges from that of ubPCASL with smaller phase shift, highlighted by arrows. It indicates that off-resonance will have greater impact on bPCASL than ubPCASL. An earlier study optimizing bPCASL for off-resonance also identified the difficulty of overcoming off-resonance errors (14) . Even with symmetric gradients, the performance of bPCASL is still limited by the p phase shift between control and label scans.
The lower gradient amplitudes favored by our results have additional benefits not considered in our acquisitions. First, the reduction of gradient amplitudes should make possible a reduction in the gap between RF pulses in typical scanner systems where gradient switching limits the gap. This will have additional benefits for offresonance robustness. Second, the acoustic noise produced by the PCASL preparation should be decreased substantially by the lower gradient amplitudes, which should increase patient comfort and tolerance.
In conclusion, PCASL labeling efficiency was evaluated theoretically as a function of off-resonance effects and arterial pulsatility and validated experimentally at several labeling locations. High B1, low average gradient, and low ratio of selective gradient to average gradient minimized the sensitivity of PCASL to off-resonance and pulsatile flow, with greater robustness to off-resonance observed for ubPCASL compared with bPCASL. Optimal labeling was demonstrated above the bifurcation of common carotid artery and below the V3 segment, a location which can also be approximated by placement between the second and third cervical vertebrae based on anatomic localizer images. The proposed parameters are readily implemented to improve the accuracy and reproducibility of ASL.
